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Spectators

Risk Identified

Minimise Risk

Notes

EVERYONE
ATTENDING
GROUND

Spectators attending who may have
symptoms.

We will advertise on Social Media explaining the
Government Guidelines.
We will be using Temperature check for all
spectators attending games at the turn-style.

Ensure that device is available.

SPECTATOR TRACE
AND TRACE

People attending not completing track
and trace forms.

We will take a firm standing. Trace and trace
will be completed upon entry. If it’s not
completed no access will be granted.

Gateman to have extra help for
Track and trace to ensure no
backlog of people getting inside.

ILLNESS

Someone becoming ill or high
temperature taken upon entry

SOCIAL DISTANCING
Ground

People too close together

Spectator advised to leave premises
immediately and seek medical attention / home
isolate. We will then inform relevant areas of
the incident and act accordingly.
The paths will be marked with coloured tape
and specific intervals. We will also make
announcements over the tannoy to ensure
people understand.
Area will be in through turnstile and OUT via
exit gates.

Social Bubbles ie)Families will
be able to stand together.

SOCIAL DISTANCING
Stand Area

People too close together

Coloured Tape marked on areas that are not in
use to allow spacing. Announcements as above.

Ensure areas are checked and
tape is present

TOILETS

Too many people in the area

Signs clearly displayed on door.
Male 2 people
Female 1 person admitted

Ensure signs up and present

WASTE

Paper waste

Ensure available at all times

BAR ENTRANCE

Social distancing not being observed

Foot controlled waste bins provided to ensure
paper towels used for drying are disposed of in
the correct manor and offer no contamination
Signs clearly installed to show where people
need to walk up and down the stairs – walking
on the Left in both directions and allowing
people to pass adequately.

TABLE DISTANCE

Social Distancing

Tables to be set out with the minimum distance
between each one. We have already been
assessed for 60 People at current measures.

DRINKS

Cleanliness of cutlery / glass

FOOD

Waste & Hygiene

We are only using disposable cups for Alcoholic
Drinks or Cans. Glasses will NOT be used for the
foreseeable future. Food is no served currently.
Food will be served in disposable containers
from the specified bar area. Floor will be
marked for social distancing.

